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Rating Systems
Operations and Maintenance
Existing Buildings
Schools - Existing Buildings
Retail - Existing Buildings
Data Centers - Existing Buildings
Warehouses and Distribution Centers - Existing Buildings
Hospitality - Existing Buildings
Certification Type
Initial certification
Recertification
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Establishment
Changes need to be made to the Establishment documentation, or the credit is being attempted for the first time. (Optional)
Changes should be made only if changes to the building, operations and maintenance plans/policies, or management affect the achievement of Establishment requirements.
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Existing building commissioning (2 points)
Option 2. Energy audit (2 points)
Option 1. Existing Building Commissioning
Upload: Existing building commissioning plan
Provide the existing building commissioning plan for the project. Pricing and/or financial information may be omitted
or redacted from the uploaded plan. The plan must include the following elements:
·   Updated current facilities requirements
·   The commissioning team members and their roles and responsibilities during the commissioning process
·   A description of the approach for identifying and analyzing facility improvement opportunities
·   The process for reviewing and prioritizing identified opportunities with the project owner and developing an implementation plan
·   The format and content of the eventual deliverables from the commissioning process
·   The commissioning schedule
Option 2. Energy Audit
The project team has developed an energy audit plan following the requirements of ASHRAE Level 2, Energy Survey and Analysis.
Establishment Summary
Date
Name
C:\Documents and Settings\bhester\Desktop\check-mark-20-512.gif
Complete
C:\Documents and Settings\bhester\Desktop\x-mark-512(2).gif
Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Performance
This credit was earned within the last five years. No additional documentation is required. (Optional)
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Existing building commissioning (2 points)
Option 2. Energy audit (2 points)
Option 1. Existing Building Commissioning
Upload: Existing building commissioning summary reportProvide a report or similar documentation summarizing the findings after completion of the investigation and analysis phase of the commissioning plan. The report must include the following elements:
·  A summary of the energy use breakdown for the project and associated grounds associated with each major system and/or end use
·  A table or similar documentation of the commissioning master list of findings, including any operating problems affecting either occupants' comfort or building energy use and proposed or potential operational changes that will solve these issues
·  A table or similar documentation listing capital improvements expected to provide ongoing operational cost savings and the corresponding economic feasibility (payback time, rate of return, or cost/benefit ratio) of each improvement
Option 2. Energy Audit
The project team has conducted an ASHRAE Level 2 energy analysis according to the energy audit developed during Establishment.
Date that the audit was performed
Upload: Energy audit summary reportProvide a report or similar documentation summarizing the findings of the Level 2 analysis. The report must include the following elements:
·   A summary of the energy use breakdown for the project and associated grounds associated with each major system and/or end use. The total annual operating costs of each listed system must be included in the internal report, but providing the cost data to USGBC is optional.
·   A list of capital improvement measures considered but felt to be impractical, with brief reasons for rejecting each
·   A list of capital improvement measures deemed practical, with the following detail provided (as applicable) for each item on the list:o   A description of the existing situation and why it contributes to excess energy consumptiono   An outline of the improvement measure, including its effect on occupant health, comfort, and safetyo   A description of any repairs required for the measure to be effectiveo   The effect on occupant service capabilities, such as ventilation for late occupancy or year-round coolingo   An outline of the effect on operating and maintenance procedureso   The expected life of new equipment and the effect on the life of existing equipmento   The financial attractiveness (payback time, rate of return, or cost/benefit ratio)
An ongoing commissioning plan may be provided in lieu of a summary report.
Upload: Air-Management Tool
Provide the completed Air-Management Tool spreadsheet from the DC Pro System Assessment Tools.
Upload: Electrical Systems Tool
Provide the completed Electrical Systems Tool spreadsheet from the DC Pro System Assessment Tools.
Performance Summary
Date
Name
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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